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Question 1 for Tom Newell

There are a lot of conversations about diversity with respect to companies 
and what it means. Diversity encompasses race, age, gender, culture, people 
with special needs and more. Can you share your thoughts on how increased 
diversity would benefit the plumbing & heating industry?

• Inclusion is the behaviour; diversity is the result.

• The industry and individual companies need new talent; a wider 

variety of talent brings new ideas and creativity.  

• Companies should use creative thinking and marketing in the hiring 

process. Review and update your job descriptions; you can’t do 

what you have always done if you want to position your company to 

attract new talent.



Question 2 for Kim Rutherford

Can you give us an example of something organizations can do, or that 

you wish more organizations would do to support advancing diversity and 

inclusion?

• Partner with experts in the field who can provide advice and 

assistance.

• Make sure you really understand what “inclusion” means; watch 

this short, impactful video Inclusion Starts with I.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2g88Ju6nkcg&t=27s


Question 3 for Valerie Malone

Some people think that promoting diversity means hiring or promoting less qualified 
candidates. How do you counteract comments such as “we hire & promote the best 
person for the job, regardless of race or gender.”?  What role do you think unconscious 
bias plays and if so, how can organizations implement procedures to mediate this in the 
hiring and promotion process?

• Start with openness and willingness to consider other perspectives. 

• Challenge yourself and be tolerant of things you don’t understand or 

that are uncomfortable.

• There should be equal and fair consideration for all.

• Focus on knowledge, experience and willingness to be part of the 

team; consider also attitude and excitement/enthusiasm.

• Challenge yourself and our team to ensure you have diverse ideas.

• Leadership needs to be diverse too.



Question 4 for Kim Rutherford

How do you build confidence and resiliency?

• Build your own network and take ownership of what your network 

looks like.

• Have a mentor(s). Mentorship should be creative and dynamic: it 

should go both ways. 

• If you feel like you are in a box, you need to take yourself out.

• Our industry needs and should encourage bright, independent 

thinkers.

• Everyone has the power to be a superstar!



Question 5 for Kim Rutherford and Valerie Malone

Is there a time in your career when a male advocate supported your 

career growth? 

Valerie Malone

• My advocates/team members supported the importance of me having 

a place at the table. 

• Advocates gave me the opportunity to thrive.

• Be your own advocate too: showcase your experience and abilities to 

demonstrate that you are the best candidate for the role you want; 

you will discover the potential you never knew you had.



Question 5 for Kim Rutherford and Valerie Malone

Is there a time in your career when a male advocate supported your 

career growth? 

Kim Rutherford

• My mentor showed confidence in me and gave me the trust to do 

something my way; this was both liberating and empowering. He also 

gave me opportunities to thrive.

• An advocate should give you the confidence to make your own 

decisions.



Question 6 for Tom Newell and Drew Molnar

Achieving a work/life balance is one of the factors we hear about as being important for 
millennials especially and can have a direct impact on their decision to work for a 
particular employer or in a particular industry. How is your company helping your 
employees achieve a work/life balance?

Tom Newell

• Everyone is looking for work/life balance regardless of their age or 

generation. 

• Using the word “millennial” is not inclusive; focus on “individuals as 

individuals” and help them discover their passion and then provide 

learning and career growth opportunities.

• Support employees by “co-inventing” developmental plans so that 

they can be passionate about their own work and lives.



Question 6 for Tom Newell and Drew Molnar

Achieving a work/life balance is one of the factors we hear about as being important for 
millennials especially and can have a direct impact on their decision to work for a 
particular employer or in a particular industry. How is your company helping your 
employees achieve a work/life balance?

Drew Molnar

• Balance should be structured into an employer’s objectives. Help your 

employees set smart goals and objectives.

• Discover an employee’s outside interests during the hiring process; it’s 

healthy to have other interests.

• Flexibility can go a long way; helping your employees manage their time and 

objectives and be accountable leads to greater job satisfaction. 

• Encourage personal and professional (for example CIPH) involvement.

• In the hiring and selection process, be up front and transparent about 

company culture and expectations. 

• “We want a candidate to select US”.



Question 7 for Valerie Malone
As a leader, how do you strive for diversity at the leadership level?

• Society is changing and technology is changing so there needs to be 

discussions and actions at the executive level about how to achieve 

diversity and the value it brings to the organization.

• New results require new/different ideas and methods: 

➢ Abandon traditional taboos.

➢ Have more flexible hours.

➢ Have more flexibility in other areas, like dress code or casual days.

➢ Empower through autonomy.

• Empower people to make decisions and empower them to make 

mistakes. It’s really important to have a culture that allows people to try 

and fail and learn.

• You (everyone) should CLAIM your own work balance.



Question 8 for all panelists

Knowing what you know now, what advice would you give your younger self?

Tom Newell

• Be selfish about your own development; take control of your own 

destiny. 

• Be specific on the gaps you need to fill to achieve your goals. 

• Consider your weaknesses in order to plan for improvement.

• Be deliberate and focus on continuous improvement.

• Build a strong, complementary group/network of people who can be your 

sounding boards.

• If you fall, get up as quickly as you again and try again.



Question 8 for all panelists

Knowing what you know now, what advice would you give your younger self?

Kim Rutherford

• Embrace your natural curiosity.

• Be bold – and acknowledge where you need to grow.

• Self-declare your goals and work hard to get them.

• Nurture what inspires you.

• Be your own champion; you are the only one who will stop you by 

doubting yourself.



Question 8 for all panelists

Knowing what you know now, what advice would you give your younger self?

Drew Molnar

• Be open and receptive.

• Have more fun.

• Nurture relationships – connect with people.

• Go after what feels right and include others in your success.

• Be sure you deserve what you want and don’t forget to ask for it. 



Question 8 for all panelists

Knowing what you know now, what advice would you give your younger self?

Valerie Malone

• Your own personal growth is important.

• Listen more than you talk.

• Sit before you act (ie., in decision-making, take a pause to review the 

decision).



Question 9 for all panelists

Succession planning is important in all organizations and this is accentuated 
by the fact that the plumbing and heating industry, overall, has an ageing 
workforce.  Can you each share your vision of what workforces in our industry 
will look/be like in 10 or 20 years if companies plan and act to recruit, 
develop and promote to best possible talent available?

Kim Rutherford

• Companies and people need to commit to making a difference.

• If companies are committed, we can achieve diversity and inclusion and 

our industry will look a lot different in 10 years.

• The CIPH Industry Career Awareness Committee is focusing in promoting 

career opportunities in our industry and how to broaden our 

network/exposure.



Question 9 for all panelists

Succession planning is important in all organizations and this is accentuated 
by the fact that the plumbing and heating industry, overall, has an ageing 
workforce.  Can you each share your vision of what workforces in our industry 
will look/be like in 10 or 20 years if companies plan and act to recruit, 
develop and promote to best possible talent available?

Tom Newell

• We need to carry the conversation beyond this room/event; the people 

at this event care about these issues but there are still thousands of 

people in our industry who do not care or do not understand the 

importance. 

• Companies need to invest and plan farther ahead if they want to attract 

new talent.



Question 9 for all panelists
Succession planning is important in all organizations and this is accentuated 
by the fact that the plumbing and heating industry, overall, has an ageing 
workforce.  Can you each share your vision of what workforces in our industry 
will look/be like in 10 or 20 years if companies plan and act to recruit, 
develop and promote to best possible talent available?

Drew Molnar

• Companies make smarter decisions when they are in tune with these new 

realities.

• Succession is not just about hiring young people. 

• Young people experience frustration is there is no defined career path.

• The CIPH Education and Training Council is developing an on-boarding 

program to help members educate newer employees about the industry.

• If we do the right things, we’ll have bright futures.



Question 9 for all panelists

Succession planning is important in all organizations and this is accentuated 
by the fact that the plumbing and heating industry, overall, has an ageing 
workforce.  Can you each share your vision of what workforces in our industry 
will look/be like in 10 or 20 years if companies plan and act to recruit, 
develop and promote to best possible talent available?

Valerie Malone

• Leaders need to be:

➢ Flexible

➢ Transformative

➢ Inspiring

• Inspire people about plumbing by talking about our companies/industry 

differently. For example, it’s more than “plumbing”, it’s about “shaping 

the future of water”.

• Your staff/team members (and potential new hires) should understand 

that their jobs are important and impactful. 



… plus feedback from the Q&A session

• Ask for what you want. “This is my career goal: what do I need to do to 

get there?” and don’t be daunted by how far away the goal seems.

• Take 51% ownership of your own development and find a “coach” who 

provides the other 49%.

• No one has 100% of the skillsets; employers need to be flexible and 

adaptable.

• To build your own confidence, make a commitment to self-affirmation.

• How to address senior leadership about the changes needed with respect 

to flexibility? Take a positive approach and focus on how to achieve 

balance and maximum productivity. Language is powerful; talk about 

“how we can make our organization better”.

• Example of flexibility: It should be ok if an employee needs to take a sick 

day to care for an aging parent.



… plus feedback from the Q&A session

How do we prepare employees to handle discrimination or intimidation? If 

employees experience this, they should:

• Walk out: avoid direct escalation. That gives you more power than 

escalating. 

• Talk about it / report it. Tell someone who has influence. 

• This can require a mind-shift by managers.

How can we encourage our customers (contractors) to embrace change?

• Support those who are changing or trying to make a change and 

encourage others to make that step.

Managers need to lead by example; you can inspire others in your company.



For more information

Visit CIPH’s CALENDAR OF EVENTS for 

more training and social/networking 

events from coast to coast. 

https://www.ciph.com/events/event_list.asp
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